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INTRODUCTION
This CD-Rom is the first to be produced by the Australian Road

Research Board, and is designed to provide an introduction to the
use of this new archival medium, and to ensure that the whole
process of creating a more accessible and more readily supported
method of issuing some of the work ofARRBmay be bedded down to
a routine process as far as posstble. It has been created using a
format which can be read on a wide variety of computers, and does
not contain any embedded programs which would restrict the usage
of the CD-Romto a Singletype of machine. This has also reduced the
cost and complexity of the Rom, although the potentlal information
retrieval petfonnance on any particular machine has of course been
severely reduced as a result. The samples of different forms of
electronic optical publishing provided are sufficient to enable users
and potentlal users to obtain a sense of the basic characteristics of
the medium, and the author welcomes all user views on the
directions in which performance should be optimised and whether
the potential range of users should be altered as a result.

WHAT IS REQUIRED TO READ TBE CONTENTS?
For those without a CD-Rom drive, any CDAudio player can be used
to access the audio track (Track 1).Any MsDos or Apple-compatible
CD-Romdrive with the standard ISO 9660 drivers installed on your
machine can read the data on this CD-Rom. These cost $1-2k The

information on CD-Rom is still fairly diffuse, but one of the best
collections of resources is available on a CD-Rom itself. The editor of
CD-RomEnd Usermagazine (Helgerson 1989) has collated the major
books, specjfications, general introductory articles and a complete
index: to available CD-Roms on a single disc, which costs less that
$100 US at the time ofwriting. ISO 9660 drivers are readily available
for Apple, MsDos, Digital Equipment Corporation and Unix systems.
Consequently this CD-Rom appears as a set of hierarchicallyarranged folders on an Apple Macintosh with the appropriate CDRom drivers installed. The drivers provided with the Apple CD-Rom
drive and the NEC CDR75/77 Series have both been tested. The
same CD Rom w1ll appear as a set of hierarchically-arranged MsDos
directories on any MsDos machine with the Microsoft CD Rom
Extension drivers installed. Helgarson (1988) has aso published one
of the clearest concise summaries of the technical and practical
issues involved in creating a CD-Rom.
The ·High Sierra' format (Lambert and Roptequet 1986) was initially
widely used, but once adjusted and accepted as an ISO Standard,
ISO was the obvious choice for ARRB.All of the mes included on this
CD-Rom can be read by any of the machines listed above, but to be
able to read the materials or use the special facilities will require the
appropriate software to be running on the machine used to access
the CD-Rom.The InMagic Binmyfiles can be used only by an MsDos
or Unix machine running a suitable copy of the InMagic or SearchMagic proprietary software. However, raw text files of this information are provided for those withqut access to such software, orfor use

and expenments on machines other than those supported by
InMagic. [Tables II, III and Appendbc A].
The hypertext systems on the CD-Rom require copies of the OWL
International Guide system - or the more limited read-only Guidance
application. The latteris provided with everycopyof.AldusPagemaker
as the help system for both the MsDos and the Macintosh versions
of the program were written in Guide. 1\vo separate hypertext
directories are provided: one for MsDos users and one for Apple
Macintosh users.
The contents of the two hypertext systems are identical, and they
have been converted back and forth between the Mac and MsDos
using software written for this purpose by OWLInternational, the
authors of Guide. This will explain why the 'Help' provided under
both versions refers to both Microsoft:Windows and to the Mac. The
same master files were (and continue to be) used to create and work
on both versions. A Unix version of Guide is also available, but has
not been tested with this CD Rom. Both versions contain a series of
papers written by Hadgraft and Wigan (1988, 1989a,b), which
explain the project on improving the transmission of engineering
information of which this hypertext document forms a part.

OBJECTIVES OF THE ARRB CD RESOURCE ROM
The objective of the entire process is to tum undocumented raw
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Table L TBB CONTBNTS OP TBB .ARRB INJPORMATIONBE80URCB CDROM

numbers into a useful and self contained information source for all
parties to evaluate. This implies that the definitions are as follows:
Data
Product
Information

Basic numerical,textualor graphicalrecords
Data plus sufficientlydetailed descriptions,specificationsand
accessprogramsand proceduresadded to make the data accessiblewithoutrecourseto informationnot providedwith the data.
Interpreteddata, plus explanations,qualifications,limitations
and applicabilityof the findings.

Data is plentiful, but the additional materials required to use it with
confidence have always been considerably harder to find. Frequently, once a data source has been located, the ability to actually
read the records can be a severe problem. The physical formats on
which the data may reside could be printed sheets (which require
extra effort to make machine readable for analysis to become economic), magnetic tapes requiring unusual types of tape drive (7track etc) as used by some of the older mainframes and minicomputers, or without adequate documentation of the data records written
on them. The practical importance of this common situation is
reviewed in Wigan (1985), as the secondary users of transport and
road information are now becoming more widespread.

DATA RECORDED ON THE CDROM
The contents of this initial ARRB CD Rom are listed in Table I. The
basic criteria for inclusion were:
s

I.
2.
3.
4.

Demand or potential demand from clients
Relevance to active projects.
Provision of a complete example of data, information, access
methods and explanatory reports.
Demonstration of a current or potential ARRB information
product or service

PRODUCTS
Few of the data sets on this initial ARRB Resource CD Rom are the
complete resource, and the contents of each of the different types of
files are detailed below.
For example, the RoadLlt information covers most of 1989, but the
value of Road.Lit is in its weekly Immediacy, as well as its selective
identification of relevant items in the literature. This segment
provides a practical example of the type, format and nature of this
continuing information resource. There are two forms of Road.Litfile:
one is a simple text file containing the material, and the other is a
fully-prepared binary file set up for the InMagic text retrieval
package. The fo:nnercan be read on any computer which can mount
CD Roms written in the ISO 9660 format, the latter can only be used
by machines running some version of the InMagic or SearchMagtc
software. No such searchi_ng software is included on this CD Rom.
IDRoads is a substantial database, containing abstracts and key6

words in addition to both bibliographical data and the locations of
Australian holdings ofthe documents referenced. The period covered
by the files on this CD Rom range up to the end of 1986. The fully
uptodate InRoads database is maintained on the AUSTRALISonline
service operated by CSIRO. Further details on this and other roadsoriented data bases are given in Price (1989). This file is also provided
in both simple text and InMagic binary formats.
InRoads includes all ARRB publications published since 1960, all
books etc. catalogued by the ARRBlibrary since January 1984 and
some older books which have been recatalogued , such as OECD
publications. It also includes documents aboutAustralian roads and
road transport published since 1977. Some of these documents are
not held atARRB, but are held in a number of co-operating libraries,
such as State Road Authority libraries. Up to the end of 1985
InRoads has IRRDkeywords (OECD 1985). From 1986 local InRoads
descriptors are used and the record format is slightly dilJerent.
The production of future CD-Rom versions of InRoads should be
done in conjunction with the other interested librmy and online
services. However, the present ARRB resource CD Rom will enable
librarians to consider the likely worth and practical value of such a
series, and provide a sound basis for assessing and costing the effort
and time required for all but the important issue of CD-Rom layout
and performance optimisation to match particular retrieval software.
7

The ARRB Authors publication record is up to date to the end of
1989, and contains all works in the ARRB databases for ARRB
authors. It therefore comprises a near-complete record of the published work of theARRB staff. This file is also provided in both simple
text and InMagic binary formats, and the record structure is given in
Appendix A.
The Hypertext: Flood estimation is written using a product called
Guide. This product links together text and other files as well as
creating its own special formats. Consequently this section contains
free text files, Guide files and even some computer programs, as
Guide can also run and control other computer programs from
within a Guide document. This ties a single version of a Guide
document to a single operating system or computer, and so two
different versions are included on the CD-Rom, ready to be executed
by Mac or MsDos versions of Guide or Guidance respectively. Both
versions also contain hypertext versions of the published papers
produced on the ARRB/Monash project involved, and both launch
other programs as part of their operation. Microsoft Excel is called
for by both versions, although both versions can read the Excel
spreadsheet formats written by either.
The Data Publishing component of this CD-Rom is the data sets
used to cany out the analyses for Wigan (1987). These are selected
and reformatted versions of the personal travel records from a
number ofAustralian urban household inteIViewsuiveys. The fields
have only a restricted amount 8 of accessible information, and the
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(in the MsDos Microsoft Word format which can be accessed by both
MsDos and Apple system), the Excel spreadsheets from which most
of the diagrams were generated, the Excel picture files generated by
the Apple Macintosh version, and the complete PictureBase searchable library of the complete set of diagrams from Wigan (1987).
All of the files on the disc can be located under MsDos or the Apple
Macintosh file system, but the contents of the files may not appear
to make sense unless the appropriate programs are used to access
the files (Table m.
Data is held in basic text file format, and so can be read by almost
any application on either type of machine. The reports were written
on the Mac, and in some cases included graphics. Although the Mac
version of Word can write MsDos format files (as has been done) the
graphics are not transferred. Recent release versions of Excel write
files that can be written and read on either type of machine. Guide
documents have their own internal structure. and require a copy of
Guide (or Guidance) on the appropriate machine. InMagtc binary
files can only be read by InMagic programs, which are available
under Untx and MsDos only. The PictureBase library can only be
accessed by a copy of PlctureBase (or PictureBase Retriever) running
on a Mac.
Shortly it will be possible to create a similar resource to the PictureBase libraries and the Guide hypertext documents using Hypercard
or Plus on the Mac, and LinkwayorPlus underMsDoswith Windows.
10

This is not yet possible, as the necessary products have not yet been
widely released. This will materially ease the task of including
graphical and hypertext materials, yet keeping the CD-Rom readily
accessible to both the major types of machines. As Plus and Guide
are both due out under Unix in 1990, this is a development could
have a wide and substantial impact.

The sound file is a straight audio track introducing the disk, and
discussing the materials on the disc and the objectives of the project.
It may be read by either type of machine, using the audio track access
progra:rils available for both. This range and variety of formats and
access advice should assist users to gain an appreciation of the
advantages (and disadvantages) of making vartous choices for their
own archival projects.
DISTRIBUTEDIN AUSTRALIABY

PRODUCT

Vic..Australia
Fonnat G.MBHPlus [AppleMacintosh+Windows•] TrioTedtnologies,Blac:kRoc::k.
Triad.Melbourne.Australia
Microsoft.FrenchsForest.Australia
MicrosoftWordS [IBM PC MsDos)
MicrosoftExcel2.0 [IBM PC MsDos+Windows] Microsoft.FrenchsForest.Australia
Microsoft.FrenchsForest.Australia
MicrosoftWord4 [AppleMacintosh]
Microsoft.FrenchsForest.Australia
MicrosoftExcel1.0 [AppleMacintosh]
SoftwareSuppliers.Brisbane,Australia
OWLGuide2.0 [AppleMacintosh]
SoftwareSuppliers,Brisbane,Australia
OWL2.0 [IBMPC MsDos+Windows]
Infomagic,FrenchsForest.NSW,Australia
SymmetryPictureBase1.2.3[AppleMacintosh]

InMagic 7.1 [IBMPC MsDos]

~mt)'lltm1cacd

Table

m. USED IN THE CD ROM PRODUCTION
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The CD-Rom drive used at ARRB to test this CD-Rom on both
Macintosh and IBM PC was a Nippon Electric Corporation NEC
CDR-75 self powered SCSI external drive with CD audio stereo
outputs.
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purposes by the Institution of Engineers Australia. Rights to the hypertext structures in which this text Is contained are held by the
authors, Monash University and ARRB.
The diagrams in the graphics libraries may be freely reproduced, as
long as a full reference is made either to the relevant document (as
in Wigan 1988), or to this CD-Rom (Wigan 1990).
The production of this CD-Romrequired the cooperation of a number
of ARRB staff, particularly Vija Walz, who created the InRoads,
InMagic, Road.Litand ARRBAuthor databases in the fonn required
for this publication. The project staff also included Ray Price, the
head of the Library services at ARRBwhen the project was initiated.

DISCLAIMERS
The materJals on this CD-Rom are provided for evaluation, investigation and assessment purposes, and no warranty Is offerred for the
fitness for any other speciftc purpose. Any views put foIWard are
those of the authors of the various components, and are not
necessarily those of the organtsations to which they are affiliated.

THE EQUIPMENT USED TO CONSOLIDATE THE DATA
The device used to consolidate the data files was a self-powered SCSI
bus-based Ricoh rewritable optical disc drive. This uses double sided
13

275Mb cartridges, yielding 540Mb capacity. One side was mastered
as a Mac HFSfiles system, the other as a single MsDos3.30 partition.
This simplified the data consolidation process immensely, and was
also the method by which the data for the CDRom was provided in
a compact and easily transferred format to the premaster:lng service
at InfoOne.
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APPENDIX A
RECORD STRUCTURES FOR THE TEXT DATABASES

INROADSRECORDSTRUCfUREFIELDDESCRIPI'ION
RC
DA

Recordconttolnumber
Date (year of publicationof document)

LA

Language
Document type
Bibliographic level (whole or part of document)
Recordtype
Input centre
Batch

DT•
BL

RT*
IC•
BA*

TI
AU
CA
CO
PU
AB
FI

DE
ID
AV
NU•
NT

Title
Author(personalname)and affiliation
Corporateauthor(organization)
Conferencedetails
Publicationdetails(report no, publisher.etc)
Abstract
Field (IRRD broad subject field)
Descriptors (InRoads)
Identifiers (IRRD & free test)
Availability(library)

Number
Notes
16

ARRBAUTHORSRECORDSTRUCTUREFIELDDESCRIPTION
RC
AU
DA

Record control number
Author (personal name) and affiliation
Date (yearof publicationof document)

TI

Title

CO

Conferencedetails

ROADLIT
RECORD
STRUCTURE
FIELDDESCRIPTION
RC
DA

Record controlnumber
Date (year of publicationof document)

LA

Language

DT*
BL
RT*

Document type
Bibliographic level (whole or part of document)
Record type
Input centre

IC*
BA*

Batch

11

Title

AU
CA
CO
PU
DE

Author (personalname)
Corporate author (organization)
Conferencedetails
Publicationdetails Goumalname etc.) (limited information)
Descriptors(lnRoads) (limited indexing)
Availability(ARRBlibrary only)

AV
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APPENDIXB
TECHNICAL ISSUES IN CREATING A CD-Rom

A CD-Romcontains 72 to 74 minutes of CDAudio or 660 Mb of data.
or a combination of the two. ISO 9660 (ISO 1988) was chosen for this
CD-Rom as it is an agreed :International standard for which all
parties are now writing drivers and mastering their CD-Roms. It
contains a carefully defined specification of the exact dtrectoiy
fonnats to be implemented. and provides some enhancement of
speed even for plain CD-Roms with no specific :Indexing. Drivers
written to access such CD-Roms display the directory structure as
a series of folders in graphical systems or as a series of nested
dttectories under MsDos or Unix.
Top-level logical structures

The structure of the ISO 9660 directories, which are interpreted by
the specialised device drivers on each operating system and computerwtshing to access such CD-Roms. is shown in the next fJgure.
The ISO 9660 Standard has been supported by the appropriate
extensions to the operating systems of the IBMPC [MsDos),theApple
Macintosh [MacFinder o/s), the Apple]( [ProDos),DEC [VMS),Sun
(Unix), Apollo (Unix] to name but a few. This means that a Mac will
show a series of nested folders, an MsDos system a series of nested
18

directories, and a Unix system a set of nested Unix directories. Sun
have also mapped the CD-Rom onto their distributed network file
system (NFS) for even wider ranging access. Consequently CD-Roms
can be mounted as general network information resources on all the
major networks: Novell,Appleshare and Sun-NFS included.
The manner in which the data is written onto the CD-Rom is exactly
the same as the audio information is written onto a domestic CD
audio disc - but there is no guaruntee that the tnfonnatlon in each
of the fields will be recognisable by the particular computer you are
using - this should be clear from the fact that audio CDs can also be
mounted and recognised on many of these CD-Rom drivers.
The major difference between CD audio discs and CD-Roms is that
CD-Roms cannot put up with the error rates pennissable on a
domestic audio disc. Both the CD creation process and the CD-Rom
drive itself is of higher quality in terms of the integrity of the data
written or read back. Most CD-Rom drives can also be used to play
CD audio discs under computer control, and as many CD-Roms may
contain sections of CD audio quality sound, these CD-Roms can be
played on a standard audio CD player, as long as the appropriate
tracks are chosen. It is conventional to place all the data on track
'zero' and the audio data on tracks 1 onwards.
It is not enough to provide a means for different operating systems
to find and access the directories and files stored on a CD-Rom. The
interpretation of the informatlo~ held describing ~ese files also

Volume
desaiptor

,,.

..........
, ......

······~,
..........................
.
THE DUAL DIRECTORYACCESSSTRUCTURESFOR ISO 9660CD ROMS

requires some careful specification. The two major microcomputer
architectures are the Intel (8088, 8086, 80286, 80386, 80486) and
The Motorola (68000, 68020, 68030) families. These two families of
chips interpret data held on a lin~ar file in two quite different ways.

- With the least significant byte first (Intel) and;
- With the most significant byte first (Motorola, most minicomputers and mainframes).
Consequently all of the dual directory directory information requiring more than one byte is held on ISO 9660 CD-Roms in both of these
two dtfferent forms.
The ISO 9660 standard also requires that every directory must
contain information on the file location, length, time and date of
creation, name of the file, the interleaved structure of the file and a
series of flags specifying different aspects of the file or directory including read protection.
Physlcalandlow-levelstructures
The basic structure of the CD-Rom is as a series of about 330,000
sectors of 2048 bytes, and applications can of course be written to
ignore the ISO directory structures completely. Not surprisingly. the
record format specillcations for submitting the 6 or 7 full magnetic
tapes required to fill a CD-Rom to the production facility is therefore
an ANSI format tape using a fixed block length of 2048 bytes.
The hierarchy of information handling on a CD-Rom covers the basic
form of writing on the disc (dents or pits in the physical CD, written
and read by laser), the error correction structures required to obtain
21

the very high levels of data retrieval accuracy and reliability reliability requb."ed.The standards acceptable for hard discs are far far too
low for use on a CD-Rom, and indeed even hard discs are more
demanding than CD audio for accuracy in retrieval: every bit
(literally) matters on a CD-Rom.
The error correction hierachy for CD-Roms is therefore quite complex, and is a basic piece of the software embedded in the CD-Rom
reading device used to extract the information written on the disc.
The application of the Reed-Solomon decoding is also part of the task
of the CD-Rom interface, and is not the problem of the programmer
wishing to use the data on a CD-Rom. CD-Roms generally maintain
a data transfer rate of about 150kb/ sec: roughly one third of the
access speed of a reasonably fast microcomputer hard disc. The data
rates defined for the various devices to ensure reliable data retrieval
comprise:
CDdatarate:8 bits/byte*24bytes/frame*98
frames/subcodingblock*75subcoding blocks/second=1,411,200bits/sec
CDdigitalaudiorate:44.1k samples/sec*
16bits/sample*2channels=l,411,200
bits/sec,or 175kb/secin tenns of the equivalentin data space.

It :Is of course no coincidence that these figures are the same. At this
level of detail, the subcoding channels contain extra information that
is important to understand. There are 8 subcoding channels, and
two of them have a standard usage. Channel Pis a track separator
to indicate CD audio, and channel22 Q contains encoded information

on the track number, type and location in terms of both frame
number and minute/second codings. These types of information are
required and used by CDAudio discs and domestic players. Subchannel Q's control bit fields include specifications of audio and data
tracks, but the data tracks must come first on the CD-Rom.
The use of CD audio tracks on a CD-Rom requtes a great deal of
stroage space on the CD-Rom: about 9 Mb for each minute of full
stereo CD Audio quality sound. It must also be remembered that a
dual mode audio/data CD-Rom drive can play only audio or data at
one time: not a combination, as a result of the dedication of the full
bandwidth to one or other mode.
The next level up requires computer data structures to be defined.
Each CD-Rom data track contains blocks of 2532 data bytes: 12
bytes of synchronisation field information, a 2kb block of user data
and the remainder a 4-byte header header field (containing the block
address as the minute, second and frame nunber of the block). and
if the mode ofthe block is one, 280 bytes of additional error detection
and correction information. The technique adopted permits error
bursts of up to 450 bytes to be completely corrected on the fly. plus
an additional four error correction bytes to clean up the 24 data
bytes. The data stream is then de-interleaved to provide the correct
byte order required.
The ISO 9660 logical file structures previously discussed are defined
on top of this physical block structure.
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Operating system extensions
Apple have defined extensions to the ISO 9660 standard to permit
full support of Mac HFS and ProDos file systems (Atsatt et al 1989).
Apple ]( ProDos and GS/OS require a file type and an auxiliary file
type, while the Macmtosh HFS requires both file and creator types
and file attributes. Atsatt et al. specify an exact series of Directory
SystemUseField entries to ensure full compatibility, and the following discussion is condensed from this source. The Directory record
use field is spectfted by ISO 9660 as follows:
byte
byte
struct
sttuct
struct
byte
byte
byte

DirectoryRcdLength
XARlength
Extentl..ocation
DataLength
RecordingDateTime
FileFlags
FileUnitSize
InterleaveGapSize

long

VolumeSequenceNum

byte
char
byte
char
byte

FileNameLength
Filename [FilenameLength]
Recoro.Pad*
SystemUse [SystemUseLength]
RecordPad (if necessary)

• (only if necessaryto make DirectoryRcdLe'lthan evennumber:ifpresentit must be $00)

The SystemUseField. if present (as it will be if these extensions are
being used) must begin with a signature word. followed by a one-byte
length and a one byte SystemUseID, followed by system-specific
information. This structure can be repeated multiple times for multiple operating systems. but must the total length of the combined
result (i.e. the SystemUseLength) must be an even number of bytes.
It should be noted that CD-Rom-XAdiscs are a special case. and any
signature word that is included should start at byte 14 of the
SystemUseField rather than byte zero. The CD-Rom-XA speclflcation is designed to support multimedia under MsDos, and provides
for interleaved audio and data. Unfortunately. some of the products
using this emerging 'standard' may not yet be as stable and transferable as one mighthope.AmajorCD-Rom retrieval software vendor
recently discovered that their XA 'generar materials worked only
with Sony CD-Rom drives. This sort of problem Is to be expected for
some time yet. so the special requirements of CD-Rom-XAdiscs will
not be addressed in the ARRB information CD-Rom. Apple and Sun
have not yet addressed the need for XA compatible drivers, and as
this CD-Rom is designed to be used a widely as possible, XAhas been
ignored at this stage.

Efforts should always be spent not to preclude other systems from
using CD-Roms effectively. Multiuser operating systems such as
VMS and Unix:can also benefit from entries in the extension fields,
but it Is not clear how this conflicts or otherwise with the Mac and
ProDos entries. However. ISO 9§60 is now actively supported by

S~ DEC. HP and other vendors: Sony and IBM are expected soon.
and few manufacturers are ignonng CD-Rom as an efficient method
of delivering bulk materials of software or documentation. and many
have already started to release materials internally in these fonns.
Apple have not yet linked their AU/X Urux system to the SCSI
manager in the Mac operating system. and so the standard Apple
drivers cannot be used - but as their AU/X contains the ability to
address a Unix file system, it contains a driver which maps the ISO
9660 directory structure onto a Unix me system. This makes the
entire disc accessible as a read-only Unix me system. which can be
mounted by the user like any other me system. This is precisely how
AU /X is now distributed internally within Apple. For US-based
companies the cost can be as low as $1500 US for mastering and
$1.50 US per disc: for end users the costs are typically 50% or more
greater, even in volume- but costs are still declining.
It is desirable that the access to CD-Roms be unified and uniform
over the whole disc and over several operating systems. This is still

not always possible. Although options are rapidly emerging. the coverage is not yet complete. Once a CD-Rom has been designed to
include a special indexed retrieval structure for the data. then the
game changes. There are a number ofMsDos+Mac products already
available (e.g.Quantum Leap, KRS,KAWare and others for example),
and yet others that are restricted to one operating system (e.g.
TextWare to MsDos).These are indexing systems, and are capable of
turning the data into searchable information with rapid access.
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It is at this point that it becomes important to simulate the operational speed for the CD-Rom that one has designed, and as CD-Roms
can only be read from, and not written to. many programs may have
difficulties as they may require the ability to write temporary files on
the same directory as they are reading from. Many unpleasant
surprises have been encountered by those who were not aware that
the programs they wished to use required such write access until
they made use of them on a CD-Rom. It is straightforward to test this
when using a large (500+ Mb) read/write optical disc to assemble the
materials for a CD-Rom. as all that has to be done is to move the
physical tabs that disable writing to the disc. This should always be
done.

The indexing facilities built into ISO 9660 may or may not be
exploited by the software drivers for a particular operating system or
for a particular CD-Rom. so the thmi party software is usually
essential. This may be obtained from many sources, and it is
important to note that the use of a third party indexing engine does
not remove the requirement to optimise the layout of the data and
files on the CD-Rom itself. CD-Roms are laid out as one continuous
spiral track of digital information on the glass substrate. and not as
a series of continuous circular rings of data.
The 12", 8" and 5 11 video Laservision cllscs are of two types: CAV
(constant angular velocity) and CLV (constant linear velocity). CAV
is in the form of such continuous rings. and provides superb static
"Still" frame displays, while CLViS the one continuous spiral track
'ZI

famiUarfrom vinyl audio LPs. CD-Roms are CLVdevices. This means
that the placing of the file on the CD-Rom governs access speed,
irrespective of the efficiency of the index.mg system to locate the
portions needed to respond to a given query.

Practical lmpllcatlons:
1) Always

use ISO 9660 for your CD-Roms.

2) Keep to 31 characters for the file names, and, where at all possible,
to the lowest common denominator for file and directory names to
ensure the widest accessibility of the data (i.e. the MsDos requirement of an eight character string, a colon and a further three
character string- and not more than8 levels of nested directory). Not
keeping to this recommendation will smply lllllit the range of
machines and operating systems which could be used to access your
CD-Rom. Mac and Unix systems will generally be fairly tolerant.
3) Ensure that the Apple-defined entries to the directory /file extension fields extensions in the ISO 9660 speciflcations are used to
permit file Types and Creators to be added to Apple mes (this will not
affect the other uses of the same files by other operating systems).
4) Include an audio track on every disc which at the very at least
describes the contents of the CD-Rom. The use of full stereo CD audio
quality PCM (pulse code modulation) recording ts fully compatible
with the CD-Rom data track standards.
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5) Check for CD-Rom-XAextensions specfflcations and any conflicts
that might arise: make provision for XAwhere possible.
The process of mastering a CD-Rom requires that all the data is set
up and indexed in the proper formats with all the associated data to
go straight onto a CD-Rom. This translation process to a suitable
format requires one of several clearly specffled formats to be provided
to the organisation responsible to pressing the glass discs. Amongst
some othervariations (aimed mainly at pure CDAudio disc creation),
the Australian Disctronics company requires one of the following
formats (Disctronics 1989. although others could be handled.
3/ 4" U-Matic video tapes [essentially for sound information]:
In PCM-1630fonnat
Continuous,uniqueand upwardnmningSMPrE timecode on channeltwo
With a logspecifyingstartof pre-gap,startof user data, end of user data and
end of post-gap.

ANSI unlabelled magnetic tapes:
No labels (header or tag)
Fixed lengthrecordsof 2048 bytes
Block sizes equal to this definedrecord size
The number of blocksper tape and the tape number, in sequencefrom zero
At least one tape mark to followthe end of data on tape
A log of directory, subdirectory andfile structmesrequiredon the CD-Rom.
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ANSI labelled magnetic tapes:
ANSI label correspondingto Level 3 of the ANSI X3.27-1978standard
Fixed lengthrecords of 2048 bytes
Blocksizes equal to a multiple (not exceeding30) of this defined recordsim
The munberof blocksper tape and the numberof the tape, both in sequence
starting from zero
At least one tape mark to follow the end of data on tape
A log of the directory,subdirectoryand file structuresrequired on the CDRom.

These formats are not particularly hard to create, with the exception
of the U-Matic tapes. As the simplest form of audio track to add to a
CD-Rom is at the full bandwidth of a CD audio disc, tt is advisable
that the recording fs done 1n a professional studio, and the tape
produced at once. An hour should be allowed for the recording of a
lOmtnute section, to allowfor reruns: 1fa good professional standard
fs wanted for the final product, one or two hours of PCM recorded
tape editing tlme is very likely to be needed on professional facilities.
The hourly charges (typically $150/hour) are comparable to those
for large scale machine time for index construction for embedded
software systems such as KAWareduring the CD-Rompremastering
stage.
Typically premastermg houses accept data in the format specified
above: this means that the finer details of the SystemUseRecord,
signatures etc are handled by the equipment that they use. It ts
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important that CD-Romclients understand the issues. however. and
are able to express precisely what theywant on the tapes that go from
the premasterlng house to the disc pressing plant. The previous
discussion is designed to provide a succinct SUll11llaIY of the issues
to be covered in such a speciflcation. If one does not lmow what can
and should be specifled. then unexpected results can come back in
the form of a large (and expensive) stack of unusable silver discsA
suitable checklist to cover the issues that need to be resolved is given
in this report as an appendix. It is not designed to be complete. but
rather to ensure that the premastering house is able to help you to
set out a full and complete speciflcation of what you want.
It is not difiicult to write a program to write a series of magnetic tapes
in the specified formats. and to consolidate the various sources for
the files (be they ASCII,MsDos. Mac. Urux or any other format of files
that you require on the CD-Rom). The files must be written in a
sensible order. and be associated with a clear directory structure
description for them to be usable by the disc pressing plant. Any
organisation considering creating purely archival data or text discs
should also consider creating their own premastering tapes. If they
intend to use embedded special purpose text of data retrieval
software, and to optimise the disc layout. then this is not necessarlly
the best path to follow.as this could be done more effectivelyin many
cases by a premastering service.

A simple check that should always be made is to ensure that the CDRoms are specified in enough detail
to be readable on all the target
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systems. In the case ofApple, this means checking which Signatures
the CD-Rom drivers for your particular CD-Rom will support. The
brief dlscussion above explains why it matters, but see Atsatt and
Bechtel (1989) for a clear expression of all the finer technical details.
It is prudent to ensure that a copy of the Apple (1989) developers
guide Is available to you when dealing with these and other questions. It Is equally important to realise that the drivers for ISO 9660
and audio control for CD-Roms attached to a Mac are ahnost
invariably Apple's own drivers: the direct links to other CD-Rom
drives are handled by the special drivers from NEC and the other
manufacturers. However, the final access stage required to decode
the various formats for the detailed file structures are handled by the
Apple system folder files named 'ForeJgnfile access', 'High Sierra' and
'ISO 9660\
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APPENDIX C. A clarification checklist
1. What Standard do you want the CD-Rom created to?
[High Sierra? Mac HFS, Apple ProDos? ISO 9660? Note the
spoectal requirementsforfe.U support on df:[ferent machines and
under dtfferent operattng systems]
2. Do you wish to create an XA disc?
[if so, this report merely warns that you sfwuld get further
specialised advice to decide if this ts indeed what you require]
3. Do you want to simply archive data or do you want an embedded
program on the CD-Rom to handle fast access indexing?
[If this ts the case, choose wllh care: some products require
special versionsfor different computer types, and you may limit
your market uncessarlly- and unintentionally]
4. Do you want potential users without CD-Rom drives to be able to
get something from your Rom?
[Ifso, consider adding an audio track accessible to ordinary CD
�ers as track 1 fT more

ARRB

Information
Resource
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